Mr P Barnard

- Question 1: Do you agree that we have identified the right competition concerns?: No response

- Question 2: Do you agree with our assessment and provisional conclusions in respect to: Competition Concern 1 (the risk of very asymmetric spectrum shares and in particular Competition Concerns 1(i), 1(ii), and 1(iii)). Competition Concern 2 (the risk of there ceasing to be four credible MNOs? If not, please give your reasons and set out the evidence that supports your view.:

- Question 3: Do you agree we have identified the right options to address our competition concerns?: No response

- Question 4: Do you agree with our assessment of the options we have identified for promoting competition in the auction? If not, please describe what measures you consider would be appropriate, providing as much evidence as possible to support your preferred approach.:

- Question 5: Do you have any further comments on our proposals on competition measures?: I wish to formally object to 3 mobiles attempt to influence this consultation by their aggressive approach in asking all their subscribers to write to you and providing links for them to do so including to this hostile and misleading youtube video https://youtu.be/hBQZKPlQjo

- Question 6: Do you agree with our revised proposal on the withdrawal of bids in the auction?: No response